
It is widely recognised that relocating your home and family can be one of life's most
stressful events.

Be it a corporate or a personal move, selecting the right relocation provider is crucial,
however up until now, the process of identifying the best company to meet your needs has
been far from straight forward, requires a huge time investment and a lot of guesswork.

The right relocation provider will deliver a totally managed, stress free relocation -
ensuring your possessions arrive in one piece and helping you avoid expensive hidden
costs. Choosing the wrong provider can result in a far less positive experience.

We are excited to introduce our company to you - ReCo are a Dubai based, boutique
consultancy focussed solely on international household relocations. Our goal is simple -
to save you & your company time, money and stress by removing all guesswork and
uncertainty from the relocation process. How do we do this?

ReCo's experienced consultants meet you in-home to carry out a detailed survey and
thoroughly understand your requirements - including the exact volume of items you will
be shipping. Based on this information, we obtain three competitive quotes from our panel
of premium international partners (all of whom are FIDI regulated market leaders).

All three quotes are presented to you in a detailed executive summary, giving a side-by-
side breakdown of each provider. This facilitates a straight forward comparison of each
service - and cost - allowing you to reach a quick and fully informed decision.

Our rates are often cheaper than going direct to the relocation provider, oh, and did we
mention our service is offered to you for FREE ?!
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FIND OUT MORE - EMAIL YOUR NAME, NUMBER & DESTINATION TO
INFO@RECO-WORLD.COM - OR VISIT WWW.RECO-WORLD.COM

Let us help save you time,
money and stress....


